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THE REAPER
By Ethel Archer
A second time I saw him, and again it was in a field ;
but years had elaps
ed, and the time
was summer. Rooks
were cawing over
head, poppies danc'
ed amid the wheat
and a sound of
myriad insect life
filled the air.
He leaned
against a haystack
at the near edge ol
the field, a vision of
bronzed and manly
beauty; his tender
gaze following the
movements of young
Miss ETHEL archer
girl who stood amid the corn. In his hands was a snow-white
dove. It seemed that the girl knew he was watching, for she
blushed a rosy-red: then, picking a handful of the poppies, she
wove them into a garland, with sweet-briar from the hedge
and sprays of the long-eared wheat.
She moved across to where he stood.
“See what I have brought you” she said, smiling.
“ Now, wear it, Dear Heart, in my honour.”
He gave to her the snow-white dove, which seemed as
though reluctant to leave his arms; and as he did so, she
placed upon his head the wreath.
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THE LIFE IN THE SPIRIT

like the moderns, but with light clothes exposed their bodies to healing
rays of the sun. By taking in Surya-shakti and being in tune with Nature,
the Aryans built up refined bodies and spiritual minds. In Europe they
have opened Solariums where patients go for ‘sun-cure’. There are
Light Hospitals in which patients, stripped bare except for a lion-cloth,
are cured by means of ‘light-baths ’. Rays of light are most valuable for
health. Dr. Hector Murry pointed out that vitamines were ‘stored
sunlight’. Sunlight has a curative value. The Sun is the great vivifier.

Upanishad we read that the man of outer tapas goes to the moon
and is re-born on earth, but that the man who practises faith and
truth, (like Goutama), goes to a world whence there is no return.
In this inner tapas is the secret of growth in the Good. And
when tapas deepens into yagna or sacrifice, you are united with
the Good, you become a co-worker with Ishwara, a helper of the
Spirit of Evolution. You become a limb of the Great Sacrifice that,
like the Sun, vivifies the Worlds.

Not without reason, then, did the Rishis invoke Savita in hymn after
hymn of beauty and aspiration. Savita is referred to in several hymns as
“the impeller of the gods’’. He is the “Shining One’’. He is the
synthesis of Brightness (Wisdom) and Energy (Shakti). Both these must
be awakened in brahamcharis. Therefore were they asked in the ancient
ashramas to look at the ‘Sun’ while studying the Arayanka texts. The
Aryan house-holder invoked Him for food. The Aryan student invoked
Him for study. The Aryan king looked for His blessing at the
consecration ceremony. The Aryan youth prayed to Him for strength.

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT

We note, further, that in the prayer of this mantra, the Rishi
recognises the dualism of Good and Evil. So did Sri Isa:—“Lead
us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil’’. Evil, then, is not
pure negation. Evil is a dark psychic energy. A psychic realm
surrounds us; and prayer is a means of purifying our psychic atmosphere.
The mantras are purifying vibrations. “Withdraw from us what
ever Evil is, and call to us the Good”. There is but one evil,—
separation, isolation. There is but one good,—fellowship with the
Atman, the Self. One of its names is Savita. May I say that Savita
is the Solar Logos? To be in fellowship with Him is to grow in
vitality and strength.
“Call to us the Good”. The Surya-shakti calls to us the Good,—
through tapas. So is given us, in this ancient Vedic prayer, a hint
of the Law of Growth. It is the Law of tapas. Look at yon
tree! It grows,—not without doing tapas. The trees stand in sun
and rain! No organism but grows by absorbing within it rays of
the burning sun. Every flower that grows is pierced by the rays.
Every flower grows by tapas. In the realm of the Spirit, the tapas
is not, essentially, outer but inner. Externals do not take us far.
What is essential is the tapas of Truth. In the Brihadaranyaka
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Prof. Nicholas de Roerich
[Some thoughts from his “Realm of Light”]
In each life there is so much that is remarkably inspiring, unusual.
*
*
*
Creativeness is, above all, our way of imitating the Supreme.
*
*
*
Each fire can be extinguished. The spiritual garden is still more
in need of watering, than the material one*
*
*
The hand tires from the sword, but the creating hand, sustained
by the might of the spirit, is untiring and unconquerable.
*
*
*
Even the smallest blade of grass or each little leaf knows the
direction of the light and stretches towards it.
*
*
*
Whether we notice the life-creating torch in a hut or illuminating
the halls of a palace, it is equally valuable to us, because this torch
has become kindled with the very same all-exalting light.
*
*
*
Is it not wonderful to bear in your creative mind this beautiful
thought that you are in cooperation with the Beautiful, with the
Supreme? Therein is your strength, because during this moment qf
direct cooperation with the Supreme you create something for the next
evolution—for the next life. The aspiration to that life constitutes the
eternal goal; it is a beautiful law!
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